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Segmentation of Continuous Gesturing
An increasing demand exists for more intuitive ways to
interact with ever larger displays. Natural interfaces fulfill this
demand by directly analyzing, reacting to and reasoning about
observed human behavior. We focus on gesturing which is a
key modality in a more complex natural interface. Most
gesture recognition research today focuses on computer vision
techniques. Although promising, such techniques are not yet
mature enough for markerless, robust and in-the-field
deployment. Instead, we deploy a more down-to-earth solution
by using existing motion capture systems. Our goal is to
develop methods for automatic online segmentation and
interpretation of continuous gesturing. We propose a twostage approach. First, we use commodity hardware equipped
with accelerometers and buttons that explicitly mark gesture
boundaries. Experience gained there feeds our second stage in
which we investigate motion trajectories and their meaning. In
the second stage we use a combination of a full body motion
capture suit and two data gloves.
Motion segmentation – extracting distinct units from
continuous motion – is hard because the boundaries are both
subjective and highly sequence-dependent. More so, even
predefined gestures are made with variation. Individual users
are not fully consistent and two users do not make exactly the
same gestures [1]. Applications of automatic gesture
segmentation deal with this variety by basing start and end
cues on local minima or turn points in the trajectory [2]. This
approach is applied often, with varying success, for more
coarse, whole body movements such as dancing [3] and
conducting music [4]. For finer motion such as sign language
[5], extensive machine classifier solutions are mostly used.
They are fed with the whole motion sequence. These solutions
require extensive training and their computational load
prevents real-time motion analysis.
Strong, familiar metaphors are the key of a natural interface
[6]. We have devised a series of user experiments in which we
hope to discover a gesture repertoire consisting of such
metaphors [7]. We distinguish two semantically separate
classes of metaphors in gesture-based interfaces. The first
class involves manipulations of virtual 3D objects as if they
were tangible. This form of interaction is directly based on the
way humans interact with their everyday surroundings.
Examples are picking up, rotating and zooming of a 3D mesh.
The second class involves more abstract metaphors that are
ideally inspired by everyday activities [8]. Gesturing to throw
an item away means to delete it, for example. This class
contains the six communicative gesture classes defined by [9].
Clearly, these two classes are strongly linked. Consider a case
in which a person selects two visualizations – by picking them
up – and then analytically relates them to each other – by
moving them together. The key is to both find these metaphors
and to recognize the intended meaning of the gestures.

Nintendo’s Wii game console. Gesture trajectories and
boundaries were gathered through a user study. Users
interacted with both a 3D mesh and a collection of 2D images.
Trajectories were explicitly bounded using the buttons on the
WiiRemote. We will show that these explicitly marked gesture
boundaries will feed our segmentation method. This is shown
by comparing multiple machine classifier techniques that are
trained on these data to recognize the gesture boundaries. For
our research, the WiiRemote functions as a stepping stone for
high-resolution full body motion capture that we will deploy
in stage two. We work towards this complexity because
human movement is an effort of the whole body. This system
will combine a full body motion tracking suit with a pair of
CyberGloveII data gloves.
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